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A few notions on the economy of A few notions on the economy of 

immaterial goods...immaterial goods...
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Software is the first mechanized tool of Mankind that Software is the first mechanized tool of Mankind that 

extends our mind and not our bodyextends our mind and not our body

Major revolution in the way to produce and process Major revolution in the way to produce and process 

knowledgeknowledge

The digital revolution follows two previous revolutions The digital revolution follows two previous revolutions 

in the field of knowledgein the field of knowledge

The revolution of writingThe revolution of writing

The revolution of printingThe revolution of printing

Its engine and object is softwareIts engine and object is software

Same role as the one of the machine during the industrial Same role as the one of the machine during the industrial 

revolutionrevolution

Digital reDigital revolution (1)volution (1)
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The increase in network bandwidth, coupled to the The increase in network bandwidth, coupled to the 

diminution of access costs, allows everyone to diminution of access costs, allows everyone to 

access the Internetaccess the Internet

““ ” “ ”Horizontal  exchanges, not only vertical  ones” “ ”Horizontal  exchanges, not only vertical  ones

Revolutionizes the economic model of production and Revolutionizes the economic model of production and 

distribution of digitized knowledge and worksdistribution of digitized knowledge and works

Creates new tools and usesCreates new tools and uses

Internet as a new common goodInternet as a new common good

Majority of self-produced contentMajority of self-produced content

We are all authorsWe are all authors

Collective creation of informational goodsCollective creation of informational goods

Digital reDigital revolution (2)volution (2)
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Economy of immaterial goodsEconomy of immaterial goods

The economy of immaterial goods fundamentally The economy of immaterial goods fundamentally 

differs from that of material goodsdiffers from that of material goods

Non rival goodsNon rival goods

The cost of copying is nullThe cost of copying is null

Any software can be distributed gratuitously as soon as its Any software can be distributed gratuitously as soon as its 

development has been fundeddevelopment has been funded

Network effects are paramountNetwork effects are paramount

The value of a good increases along with the number of its The value of a good increases along with the number of its 

usersusers

Highly volatile marketsHighly volatile markets

Very quick obsolescenceVery quick obsolescence

An unused software is a dying softwareAn unused software is a dying software
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Value of softwareValue of software

Every software has a costEvery software has a cost

Means used to produce itMeans used to produce it

Easy to quantifyEasy to quantify

Every software has a valueEvery software has a value

Value of useValue of use

Derives from the service it deliversDerives from the service it delivers

Intrinsic valueIntrinsic value

Expertise embodied in the source codeExpertise embodied in the source code

Maintainability, upgradeability, reusabilityMaintainability, upgradeability, reusability

Very difficult to quantify!Very difficult to quantify!

Uncorrelated with respect to production costUncorrelated with respect to production cost
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Author rightsAuthor rights
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Rights on immaterial goodsRights on immaterial goods

“ ”There is no such thing as intellectual property“ ”There is no such thing as intellectual property

The term is an oxymoron!The term is an oxymoron!

Hierarchical organization of the legal framework:Hierarchical organization of the legal framework:

Literary and artistic works rightsLiterary and artistic works rights

Author rightsAuthor rights

““ ”Neighboring  rights, e.g., performer rights”Neighboring  rights, e.g., performer rights

Industrial rightsIndustrial rights

Patent rightsPatent rights

Trademark rightsTrademark rights
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Author rightsAuthor rights

Created in France by the end of the Royalty (1791), Created in France by the end of the Royalty (1791), 

at the incentive of Beaumarchaisat the incentive of Beaumarchais

Continuously adapted to the evolution of techniques and Continuously adapted to the evolution of techniques and 

practicespractices

Hierarchical organization of author rights in the EU:Hierarchical organization of author rights in the EU:

Patrimonial rightsPatrimonial rights

Attached to the workAttached to the work

Extra-patrimonial / moral rightsExtra-patrimonial / moral rights

Attached to the author (or his/her descendants)Attached to the author (or his/her descendants)

Do not exist in the copyright systemDo not exist in the copyright system
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Author rights in RomaniaAuthor rights in Romania

“ ”Rights on works of the mind  defined in Romania by “ ”Rights on works of the mind  defined in Romania by 

“the “the Lege privînd dreptul de autor si drepturile Lege privînd dreptul de autor si drepturile 

conexeconexe””

Law n° 8/1996 (in Law n° 8/1996 (in Monitorul Oficial al RomânieiMonitorul Oficial al României, , 

26/03/1996, p.2-21)26/03/1996, p.2-21)

Amended by law n° 587/2004, GEO n° 123/2005 and Amended by law n° 587/2004, GEO n° 123/2005 and 

law n° 329/2006law n° 329/2006
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The workThe work

The work is a creation of formThe work is a creation of form

It is the form that is protected, neither the ideas nor the It is the form that is protected, neither the ideas nor the 

conceptsconcepts

““ ”Ideas are of free ride  !”Ideas are of free ride  !

“Non exhaustive list (“Non exhaustive list ( such assuch as”) of works susceptible ”) of works susceptible 

to be covered by author rights (Art. 7) :to be covered by author rights (Art. 7) :

““(a) literary and journalistic writings, lectures, sermons, (a) literary and journalistic writings, lectures, sermons, 

pleadings [...] and any other written or oral works, and pleadings [...] and any other written or oral works, and 

also computer programs; also computer programs; (b) scientific works, written or (b) scientific works, written or 

oral oral [...]; (c) musical compositions [...]; (d) dramatic [...] [...]; (c) musical compositions [...]; (d) dramatic [...] 

choreographic and mimed works; [...] choreographic and mimed works; [...] (e) (e) 

cinematographic [...] (f) photographic works; (g) works of cinematographic [...] (f) photographic works; (g) works of 

”three-dimensional art [...]”three-dimensional art [...]
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Criteria for coverageCriteria for coverage

“ ” “Notion of originality , reflecting the personality of “ ” “Notion of originality , reflecting the personality of 

”the author”the author

“ ”Sometimes reworded as intellectual contribution  in the “ ”Sometimes reworded as intellectual contribution  in the 

case of software workscase of software works

A non-original work is not susceptible of being A non-original work is not susceptible of being 

coveredcovered

E.g., a plain photograph of a painting will create no right E.g., a plain photograph of a painting will create no right 

for the photographerfor the photographer

While a blurry picture may do so!While a blurry picture may do so!

“ ”E.g., non artistic  photographs of cooking recipes“ ”E.g., non artistic  photographs of cooking recipes
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Irrelevant criteriaIrrelevant criteria

““ ”Novelty”Novelty

“E.g., “E.g., yet another story of musketeers!?yet another story of musketeers!?””

E.g., different web browsers are original worksE.g., different web browsers are original works

““ ”Merit”Merit

“ ”Who still remembers the official  painters of the “ ”Who still remembers the official  painters of the 

beginning of the XIXbeginning of the XIXthth century? century?

“ ”Hopeful fate for many of today's conceptual artists    ;-)“ ”Hopeful fate for many of today's conceptual artists    ;-)

In the United States, rights are granted « In the United States, rights are granted « To promote To promote 

the Progress of Science and useful Artsthe Progress of Science and useful Arts » »

“ ”Some works, considered as indecent , have been “ ”Some works, considered as indecent , have been 

considered as unworthy to receive protection by considered as unworthy to receive protection by copyrightcopyright

Argument used by porn movie file sharers!Argument used by porn movie file sharers!
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Creations escaping coverage (1)Creations escaping coverage (1)

A creation of form that does not reflect the A creation of form that does not reflect the 

personality of its creator is not eligible to coverage personality of its creator is not eligible to coverage 

by author rightsby author rights

E.g., mathematical tables, tide tables, etc.E.g., mathematical tables, tide tables, etc.

However, graphic presentation of this creation might However, graphic presentation of this creation might 

be eligible if it is originalbe eligible if it is original

E.g., logos, decorations, etc.E.g., logos, decorations, etc.
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Creations escaping coverage (2)Creations escaping coverage (2)

Some works escape coverage since their inceptionSome works escape coverage since their inception

“ ”Part of the initial public domain“ ”Part of the initial public domain

“Art. 9 : The following shall not benefit from the legal “Art. 9 : The following shall not benefit from the legal 

protection accorded to copyright: (a) the ideas, theories, protection accorded to copyright: (a) the ideas, theories, 

concepts, discoveries and inventions contained in a concepts, discoveries and inventions contained in a 

work [ ...]; (b) official texts of a political, legislative, work [ ...]; (b) official texts of a political, legislative, 

administrative or judicial nature, and official translations administrative or judicial nature, and official translations 

thereof; (c) official symbols of the State, public thereof; (c) official symbols of the State, public 

authorities and organizations, such as armorial authorities and organizations, such as armorial 

bearings, seals, flags, emblems, shields, badges and bearings, seals, flags, emblems, shields, badges and 

medals; (d) means of payment; (e) news and press medals; (d) means of payment; (e) news and press 

”information; (f) simple facts and data.”information; (f) simple facts and data.

It is the case for official texts of judicial nature, yet not the It is the case for official texts of judicial nature, yet not the 

case of some technical standards!case of some technical standards!
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Automatic coverage (1)Automatic coverage (1)

Coverage is acquired since the conception of the Coverage is acquired since the conception of the 

workwork

“Art. 1-1: “Art. 1-1: The author right copyright in a literary, artistic The author right copyright in a literary, artistic 

or scientific work and in any similar work of intellectual or scientific work and in any similar work of intellectual 

creationcreation [...]  [...] vests in the author and embodies attributes vests in the author and embodies attributes 

of moral and economic character.of moral and economic character.””

“Art. 1-2: “Art. 1-2: A work of intellectual creation shall be A work of intellectual creation shall be 

acknowledged and protected, independently of its acknowledged and protected, independently of its 

disclosure to the public, simply by virtue of its creation.disclosure to the public, simply by virtue of its creation.””
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Automatic coverage (2)Automatic coverage (2)

No registration is necessaryNo registration is necessary

It is wise to build up in advance proofs of authorship It is wise to build up in advance proofs of authorship 

and anteriority:and anteriority:

Bailiff's reportBailiff's report

Deposit in a notaryDeposit in a notary

Registration with specialized bodiesRegistration with specialized bodies

E.g., authors' associationsE.g., authors' associations

Self-addressed unopened postal mailSelf-addressed unopened postal mail

etc.etc.
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Patrimonial rights (1)Patrimonial rights (1)

Materialization of the right granted to the author to Materialization of the right granted to the author to 

benefit from the uses of his/her workbenefit from the uses of his/her work

Economic protection of the workEconomic protection of the work

Three distinct rights: (Art. 13)Three distinct rights: (Art. 13)

Reproduction right (Art. 14)Reproduction right (Art. 14)

Public performance right (Art. 15)Public performance right (Art. 15)

For the concerned works onlyFor the concerned works only

“Aforementioned rights sometimes merged as an exploitation “Aforementioned rights sometimes merged as an exploitation 

”right  (Art. 12)”right  (Art. 12)

Resale royalty right (Art. 21)Resale royalty right (Art. 21)

For sculptural worksFor sculptural works

Only applies to the commercial circuitOnly applies to the commercial circuit
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Patrimonial rights (2)Patrimonial rights (2)

Patrimonial rights do not relate to the physical Patrimonial rights do not relate to the physical 

ownership of the workownership of the work

“ ”One only buys the material part  of the picture, not what “ ”One only buys the material part  of the picture, not what 

it representsit represents

The transfer / licensing of reproduction rights has to be The transfer / licensing of reproduction rights has to be 

explicitexplicit

Patrimonial rights are:Patrimonial rights are:

TransferableTransferable

TemporaryTemporary
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Duration of patrimonial rightsDuration of patrimonial rights

The duration of patrimonial rights depends on The duration of patrimonial rights depends on 

countries and on specific situationscountries and on specific situations

World standardization under the pressure of World standardization under the pressure of 

entertainment industriesentertainment industries

To date, within the European Union, this duration is To date, within the European Union, this duration is 

of 70 years after the death of the author (Art. 25-1)of 70 years after the death of the author (Art. 25-1)

After then, the work enters the public domainAfter then, the work enters the public domain

50 years for neighboring rights50 years for neighboring rights

Some countries may have specific clausesSome countries may have specific clauses

“ ” “ ”E.g., in France, war years , died for France , etc.“ ” “ ”E.g., in France, war years , died for France , etc.

Inextricable situation in the age of InternetInextricable situation in the age of Internet
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Moral rightsMoral rights

Apply to the creationApply to the creation

Both the work and the actBoth the work and the act

Three distinct rights: (Art. 10)Three distinct rights: (Art. 10)

Right to recognition of authorshipRight to recognition of authorship

Ghostwriters contracts have been ruled illegalGhostwriters contracts have been ruled illegal

Right to the integrity of the workRight to the integrity of the work

Sometimes, a specific right covers the name of the workSometimes, a specific right covers the name of the work

Disclosure rightDisclosure right

Moral rights are:Moral rights are:

InalienableInalienable

PerpetualPerpetual
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““ ”Exceptions  to author rights (1)”Exceptions  to author rights (1)

Defined by lawDefined by law

They are not individual exceptions, but rights !They are not individual exceptions, but rights !

Exhaustive list, including:  (Art. 33)Exhaustive list, including:  (Art. 33)

Private copy for the copy maker's sole use (Art. 34-1)Private copy for the copy maker's sole use (Art. 34-1)

“ ”Use in the family circle  (Art. 34-1)“ ”Use in the family circle  (Art. 34-1)

CitationCitation

ParodyParody

etc.etc.
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““ ”Exceptions  to author rights (2)”Exceptions  to author rights (2)

“Created by the lawmaker according to the three-“Created by the lawmaker according to the three-

”step test  (TST) established by the Berne ”step test  (TST) established by the Berne 

Convention (Art. 9-2):Convention (Art. 9-2):

Special casesSpecial cases

Does not adversely affect the normal exploitation of the Does not adversely affect the normal exploitation of the 

workwork

Does not unjustifiably prejudices the legitimate interests Does not unjustifiably prejudices the legitimate interests 

of the author or the owner of the exploitation rightof the author or the owner of the exploitation right

The TST is an instrument for the lawmaker, not for The TST is an instrument for the lawmaker, not for 

the judge!the judge!

Misconceptions regarding the TST in some legal Misconceptions regarding the TST in some legal 

systems, e.g. Romania (Art. 34-1)systems, e.g. Romania (Art. 34-1)
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The work created by several authorsThe work created by several authors

Three legal categoriesThree legal categories

Collaboration work (Art. 5)Collaboration work (Art. 5)

Work created by several co-authors in collaborationWork created by several co-authors in collaboration

Shared rightsShared rights

“ ”Composite work (or derived work ) (Art. 8)“ ”Composite work (or derived work ) (Art. 8)

New work to which is incorporated a preexisting work, without New work to which is incorporated a preexisting work, without 

the collaboration of the author of the latterthe collaboration of the author of the latter

Collective work (Art. 6)Collective work (Art. 6)

Work in which the personal contributions of the co-authors Work in which the personal contributions of the co-authors 

form a whole, without it being possible, in view of the nature of form a whole, without it being possible, in view of the nature of 

the work, to ascribe a distinct right to any one of the co-the work, to ascribe a distinct right to any one of the co-

authors in the whole work so created.authors in the whole work so created.

Patrimonial rights belong to the person at the origin of the workPatrimonial rights belong to the person at the origin of the work
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The author right adapted to softwareThe author right adapted to software
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Nature of softwareNature of software

Algorithms are:Algorithms are:

IdeasIdeas

MathematicsMathematics

Programs are:Programs are:

Works of the mindWorks of the mind

SpeechSpeech

Human Human �� computer computer

Human Human �� human human

Processes, whenever Processes, whenever 

executedexecuted

Algorithm

Program

Coding Abstraction

Similar to the process of literary creationSimilar to the process of literary creation
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Question asked since the end of the 1960's, when Question asked since the end of the 1960's, when 

software started to be charged separatelysoftware started to be charged separately

““ ”Unbundling  set up by IBM to fight its hardware cloners”Unbundling  set up by IBM to fight its hardware cloners

Three paths open to the lawmaker:Three paths open to the lawmaker:

PatentPatent

Ill-fitted tool in terms of  scope, breadth, transaction cost, etc.Ill-fitted tool in terms of  scope, breadth, transaction cost, etc.

But some players still promote themBut some players still promote them

Sui generisSui generis right right

Delay in drafting and passing national laws and conventionsDelay in drafting and passing national laws and conventions

Author rightAuthor right

Some marginal problems but immediate applicabilitySome marginal problems but immediate applicability

What rights for software?What rights for software?
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By its integration in author right, software is By its integration in author right, software is 

considered as a work of the mindconsidered as a work of the mind

In Romania, law n° 8/1996In Romania, law n° 8/1996

European Directive 91/250/CE (1991)European Directive 91/250/CE (1991)

Article 10 of TRIPS agreements (1994)Article 10 of TRIPS agreements (1994)

Article 4 of WIPO WCT treaty (1996)Article 4 of WIPO WCT treaty (1996)

However, software is also a substituable good However, software is also a substituable good 

destined to provide a servicedestined to provide a service

“ ”Adaptation of author right ( adapted author right )“ ”Adaptation of author right ( adapted author right )

Question of guaranteeQuestion of guarantee
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Adapted author rightAdapted author right
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“ ”Addition of new exceptions :“ ”Addition of new exceptions :

““ ”Acts necessary to use the software”Acts necessary to use the software

““ ”Observation of the operation of software”Observation of the operation of software

Recall of the spirit of the law (Art. 77-1)Recall of the spirit of the law (Art. 77-1)

Reserve copyReserve copy

If no other means provided by the publisherIf no other means provided by the publisher

De-compilingDe-compiling

“ ”Forbidden, save for purpose of interoperability“ ”Forbidden, save for purpose of interoperability

Removal of the exception of personal copyingRemoval of the exception of personal copying

Need for a license for each copy of the softwareNeed for a license for each copy of the software

Adaptation of patrimonial rights (1)Adaptation of patrimonial rights (1)
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The patrimonial rights of authors that are employees The patrimonial rights of authors that are employees 

or civil servants are automatically transferred to their or civil servants are automatically transferred to their 

employeremployer

It is up to the employer to decide on the life of the work:It is up to the employer to decide on the life of the work:

Divulgation, choice of license, etc.Divulgation, choice of license, etc.

“ ”Apparition of a status of proletarian author“ ”Apparition of a status of proletarian author

Authors that are not employees retain the Authors that are not employees retain the 

patrimonial rights to their software workspatrimonial rights to their software works

Need to transfer the patrimonial rights of subcontractorsNeed to transfer the patrimonial rights of subcontractors

Problem of unpaid internsProblem of unpaid interns

Adaptation of patrimonial rights (1)Adaptation of patrimonial rights (1)
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Weakening of moral rightsWeakening of moral rights

Employee or civil servant authors cannot oppose the Employee or civil servant authors cannot oppose the 

modification of their workmodification of their work

Only remains the right to recognition of authorshipOnly remains the right to recognition of authorship

More commonplace in the world of video gaming than in that More commonplace in the world of video gaming than in that 

of accountingof accounting

Adaptation of moral rightsAdaptation of moral rights
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LicensesLicenses
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The license is a tentative offer from the supplier, The license is a tentative offer from the supplier, 

which defines the terms of use of a workwhich defines the terms of use of a work

The exact legal term is: « pollicitation »The exact legal term is: « pollicitation »

Based on author right or copyrightBased on author right or copyright

Berne Convention of 1886Berne Convention of 1886

Classically, a license restricts the rights to use a Classically, a license restricts the rights to use a 

work:work:

Prevents public diffusionPrevents public diffusion

Prevents reproduction, even partialPrevents reproduction, even partial

......

LicenseLicense
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There exist many types of software licenses:There exist many types of software licenses:

““ ” “ ”proprietary software  ( private ): all rights are reserved ” “ ”proprietary software  ( private ): all rights are reserved 

by the right holderby the right holder

Case of most of marketed softwareCase of most of marketed software

In almost all cases:In almost all cases:

The customer only owns the medium, not the software it The customer only owns the medium, not the software it 

containscontains

The provider disclaims all responsibility in case of defects The provider disclaims all responsibility in case of defects 

(bugs)(bugs)

Not in accordance with European rightNot in accordance with European right

The provider can stop maintenance at any timeThe provider can stop maintenance at any time

Software licences (1)Software licences (1)
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““SharewareShareware””: private software that is distributed : private software that is distributed 

gratuitously but for which a monetary sum is asked for gratuitously but for which a monetary sum is asked for 

after a trial periodafter a trial period

Private software that differs by its distribution modePrivate software that differs by its distribution mode

““FreewareFreeware”: gratuitous private software that does not ”: gratuitous private software that does not 

necessarily grant other rightsnecessarily grant other rights

Not even the right of redistributionNot even the right of redistribution

““ ” “ ”Free software  (as in freedom ): software whose ” “ ”Free software  (as in freedom ): software whose 

license grants many rights to its userslicense grants many rights to its users

Is Is notnot “ equivalent to a “ equivalent to a freewarefreeware”!”!

Not necessarily gratuitousNot necessarily gratuitous

Software licences (2)Software licences (2)
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Freeware

Shareware

Private /
proprietary
software 

Free
software

Free
download

Sketch of license typesSketch of license types
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Free software and free licensesFree software and free licenses
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Free softwareFree software

Free software is a legal innovation, not a technical Free software is a legal innovation, not a technical 

oneone

Based on the mechanism of author right adapted to Based on the mechanism of author right adapted to 

softwaresoftware

Grants users some rights but also some dutiesGrants users some rights but also some duties

Allows for the emergence of decentralized economic Allows for the emergence of decentralized economic 

models well fitted to the economy of immaterial models well fitted to the economy of immaterial 

goodsgoods

Negligible technical transaction costs thanks to the Negligible technical transaction costs thanks to the 

InternetInternet

Negligible legal transaction costs thanks to free licensesNegligible legal transaction costs thanks to free licenses
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Free software licensesFree software licenses

“ ”Have in common the four freedoms :“ ”Have in common the four freedoms :

Freedom to execute the program for any useFreedom to execute the program for any use

Freedom to redistribute copies of the programFreedom to redistribute copies of the program

Freedom to study the operations of the program and to Freedom to study the operations of the program and to 

adapt it to one's needsadapt it to one's needs

Need to have access to the source codeNeed to have access to the source code

Freedom to redistribute the modified softwareFreedom to redistribute the modified software

Capitalization of knowledge and workCapitalization of knowledge and work

Pooling of software developmentsPooling of software developments

The differences between free licenses concern the The differences between free licenses concern the 

conditions of redistribution of the modified softwareconditions of redistribution of the modified software
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Free software economy (1)Free software economy (1)

“ ”Free software can be commercial  software“ ”Free software can be commercial  software

Any software can be freely copied as soon as it has been Any software can be freely copied as soon as it has been 

fundedfunded

Monetization of software supplyMonetization of software supply

Obtainment of software from its initial creators or from Obtainment of software from its initial creators or from 

other entities other entities 

Negotiation of maintenance and/or service contractsNegotiation of maintenance and/or service contracts
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Free software economy (2)Free software economy (2)

Economic models based on:Economic models based on:

Pooling:Pooling:

Through offer: consortia (infrastructure software)Through offer: consortia (infrastructure software)

Through demand: coalitions of users (specialized software)Through demand: coalitions of users (specialized software)

Service: maintenance, improvementService: maintenance, improvement

Yet service activities produce little new codeYet service activities produce little new code

Know-how: freedom of choiceKnow-how: freedom of choice

Free licenses make rent-seeking models impossibleFree licenses make rent-seeking models impossible

Yet software entry costs can be importantYet software entry costs can be important

The existence of a living ecosystem is of paramount importanceThe existence of a living ecosystem is of paramount importance

Decentralization: service as close as possible to the end Decentralization: service as close as possible to the end 

useruser
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Types of free software licensesTypes of free software licenses
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“ ”Have in common the four freedoms :“ ”Have in common the four freedoms :

Freedom to execute the program for any useFreedom to execute the program for any use

Freedom to redistribute copies of the programFreedom to redistribute copies of the program

Freedom to study and modify the programFreedom to study and modify the program

Freedom to redistribute the modified softwareFreedom to redistribute the modified software

The differences between free licenses concern the The differences between free licenses concern the 

conditions of redistribution of the modified software:conditions of redistribution of the modified software:

If persistence of the obligations to redistribute If persistence of the obligations to redistribute 

source code: source code: “ ”copyleft“ ”copyleft

If absence of this obligation: If absence of this obligation: “ ”non copyleft“ ”non copyleft

Matter of collective vs. individual freedomMatter of collective vs. individual freedom

Free software licenses (1)Free software licenses (1)
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Three main types of free software licenses:Three main types of free software licenses:

““ ”Persistent  licences”Persistent  licences

““ ”Evanescent  licenses”Evanescent  licenses

““ ”Diffusive  licenses”Diffusive  licenses

Licenses apply to three entities, most often through Licenses apply to three entities, most often through 

“ ”the notion of derived work :“ ”the notion of derived work :

Covered
software

Contribution
to the software Plug-in

Module
using the
software

Derived
work

Free software licenses (2)Free software licenses (2)
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““ ”Persistant  licenses”Persistant  licenses

“ ” “ ”Also called: perennial , weak copyleft“ ” “ ”Also called: perennial , weak copyleft

Examples : LGPL, CeCILL-CExamples : LGPL, CeCILL-C

The source code of modified versions must be The source code of modified versions must be 

redistributed when they are distributed (permanence)redistributed when they are distributed (permanence)

However, it can be combined with software subject to However, it can be combined with software subject to 

other kinds of licenses, including private, closed-other kinds of licenses, including private, closed-

source licensessource licenses

"#$"
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““ ”Evanescent  licenses”Evanescent  licenses

“ ” “ ”Also called: permissive , non copylefted“ ” “ ”Also called: permissive , non copylefted

Examples : BSD, CeCILL-BExamples : BSD, CeCILL-B

The modified software can be distributed on binary The modified software can be distributed on binary 

form under any type of licensesform under any type of licenses

“ ”A software can be closed-up  and redistributed without “ ”A software can be closed-up  and redistributed without 

its source codeits source code

The CeCILL-B license even allows one to change the The CeCILL-B license even allows one to change the 

license of the modified source codelicense of the modified source code
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““ ”Diffusive  licenses (1)”Diffusive  licenses (1)

“ ”Also called: strong copyleft  or sometimes “ ”Also called: strong copyleft  or sometimes 

“ ”contaminant  (biased term, to avoid!)“ ”contaminant  (biased term, to avoid!)

Examples : GPL, CeCILL(-A)Examples : GPL, CeCILL(-A)

The source code of modified versions must be The source code of modified versions must be 

available to anyone receiving the object codeavailable to anyone receiving the object code

Strongly connected third-party software have to be Strongly connected third-party software have to be 

diffused according to the same licensediffused according to the same license

#$"
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““ ”Diffusive  licenses (2)”Diffusive  licenses (2)

Diffusive licenses can induce conflicts when one Diffusive licenses can induce conflicts when one 

tries to link two modules covered by two different tries to link two modules covered by two different 

diffusive licensesdiffusive licenses

In all cases, need for a prior legal analysis of the In all cases, need for a prior legal analysis of the 

software components that one wishes to integrate software components that one wishes to integrate 

within her/his software, with respect to considered within her/his software, with respect to considered 

modes of diffusionmodes of diffusion
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Free software licenses (3)Free software licenses (3)

The right holder of a software may choose to release The right holder of a software may choose to release 

it with the license of her/his choiceit with the license of her/his choice

She/he can also release the same software, through She/he can also release the same software, through 

two different channels, with two different licensestwo different channels, with two different licenses

“ ”Multi-licensing policy (e.g., dual licensing )“ ”Multi-licensing policy (e.g., dual licensing )

Be careful with the tracking of external contributions in Be careful with the tracking of external contributions in 

successive versions!successive versions!
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Cas pratiquesCas pratiques
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Typical case: free downloadTypical case: free download

Software whose market is very big, made of non-Software whose market is very big, made of non-

competing entities or for which the software is not competing entities or for which the software is not 

part of their core businesspart of their core business

Possibility to create a community of users and Possibility to create a community of users and 

contributorscontributors

The freedoms of use increase their size and valueThe freedoms of use increase their size and value

Pooling of maintenance and of further developmentsPooling of maintenance and of further developments

Diffusion under persistent or diffusive free licensesDiffusion under persistent or diffusive free licenses

Case of libraries and infrastructure softwareCase of libraries and infrastructure software
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Typical case: closed consortiumTypical case: closed consortium

Industry software whose market is narrowIndustry software whose market is narrow

Pooling of development effort among consortium Pooling of development effort among consortium 

membersmembers

Right ownership according to the respective inputsRight ownership according to the respective inputs

Complete freedom to involve new members to future Complete freedom to involve new members to future 

upgrades of the common workupgrades of the common work

No desire to give gratuitously what cost to produceNo desire to give gratuitously what cost to produce

““ ” “ ”Free  does not mean gratuitous !” “ ”Free  does not mean gratuitous !

Release under persistent or diffusive free licensesRelease under persistent or diffusive free licenses
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Typical case: privileged partnershipTypical case: privileged partnership

Industrial software or library potentially usable by a Industrial software or library potentially usable by a 

larger communitylarger community

Selection of a privileged partner that provides a Selection of a privileged partner that provides a 

return over experiencereturn over experience

Release under two types of free licenses:Release under two types of free licenses:

Software provided to the partner under an evanescent Software provided to the partner under an evanescent 

free license so that she/he can embed it into products free license so that she/he can embed it into products 

whose characteristics are hidden to competitorswhose characteristics are hidden to competitors

Free download under a diffusive license to foster Free download under a diffusive license to foster 

contributions from the community and creation of contributions from the community and creation of 

analogous software whose source code is accessible to analogous software whose source code is accessible to 

allall
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Why to develop under free licensesWhy to develop under free licenses

Ideal tools for the preservation of intellectual assetsIdeal tools for the preservation of intellectual assets

Zero costZero cost

The addition of license text into every source code file is The addition of license text into every source code file is 

enough to benefit from the terms of the licenseenough to benefit from the terms of the license

Registration to specific bodies (for a small fee) brings Registration to specific bodies (for a small fee) brings 

further proofs of anteriorityfurther proofs of anteriority

Pooling of development effortPooling of development effort

Better durability for customersBetter durability for customers

Becomes an advertising argumentBecomes an advertising argument
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Right of database producersRight of database producers
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Data basesData bases

Defined by EU Directive 96/9/ECDefined by EU Directive 96/9/EC

“Refers to “Refers to literary, artistic, musical or other literary, artistic, musical or other 

collections of works or collections of other material collections of works or collections of other material 

such as texts, sound, images, numbers, facts, and such as texts, sound, images, numbers, facts, and 

data [...], collections of independent works, data or data [...], collections of independent works, data or 

other materials which are systematically or other materials which are systematically or 

methodically arranged and can be individually methodically arranged and can be individually 

accessedaccessed””
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Right of database producers (DBPs)Right of database producers (DBPs)

Sui generisSui generis right specific to the European Union right specific to the European Union

Concerns producers:Concerns producers:

The producer of a database, understood as the person The producer of a database, understood as the person 

who takes the incentive and the financial risk of the who takes the incentive and the financial risk of the 

corresponding investments, benefits from a protection of corresponding investments, benefits from a protection of 

the contents of the base, when the constitution, the the contents of the base, when the constitution, the 

verification or the presentation the latter evidences a verification or the presentation the latter evidences a 

substantial investment in terms of finance, hardware or substantial investment in terms of finance, hardware or 

personnelpersonnel

This protection is independent from, and applies without This protection is independent from, and applies without 

prejudice of, rights resulting from author right or any prejudice of, rights resulting from author right or any 

other right on the data base and of its constitutive other right on the data base and of its constitutive 

elementselements
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Rights of DBPs (1)Rights of DBPs (1)

The database producer has the right to forbid:The database producer has the right to forbid:

The extraction, by permanent or temporary transfer to The extraction, by permanent or temporary transfer to 

another medium of the whole or of a qualitatively or another medium of the whole or of a qualitatively or 

quantitatively substantial part of the contents of a quantitatively substantial part of the contents of a 

database, by any means and under any formdatabase, by any means and under any form

The re-use, by making available to the public, the The re-use, by making available to the public, the 

whole or of a qualitatively or quantitatively substantial whole or of a qualitatively or quantitatively substantial 

part of the contents of a database, under any formpart of the contents of a database, under any form
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Rights of DBPs (2)Rights of DBPs (2)

The database producer has also the right to forbid:The database producer has also the right to forbid:

The repeated and systematic extraction of The repeated and systematic extraction of qualitatively qualitatively 

or quantitatively non substantial parts of the contents of or quantitatively non substantial parts of the contents of 

the database, when these operations clearly exceed the the database, when these operations clearly exceed the 

normal conditions of use of the databasenormal conditions of use of the database

Aims at the targeted siphoning of specific portions of Aims at the targeted siphoning of specific portions of 

data basesdata bases

E.g., a city telephone directoryE.g., a city telephone directory
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InteroperabilityInteroperability
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Data formats (1)Data formats (1)

Beyond hardware and software, the immaterial assets Beyond hardware and software, the immaterial assets 

of an entity is consists of its dataof an entity is consists of its data

Data represent a cost of creation and collection that Data represent a cost of creation and collection that 

is several orders of magnitude higher than that of is several orders of magnitude higher than that of 

hardwarehardware

Sometimes simply irreplaceableSometimes simply irreplaceable
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Data formats (2)Data formats (2)

The digitization of data conditions their access to the The digitization of data conditions their access to the 

use of software that handle the format under which use of software that handle the format under which 

these data are storedthese data are stored

Closed data formats enable customer lock-inClosed data formats enable customer lock-in

The durability of data is conditioned by the existence The durability of data is conditioned by the existence 

of software as well as of storage mediaof software as well as of storage media

The older the medium, the higher the costThe older the medium, the higher the cost
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InteroperabilityInteroperability

Interoperability is the ability, for Interoperability is the ability, for anyany two information  two information 

systems or software, to interact and to exchange datasystems or software, to interact and to exchange data

Assumes that the data format be known and Assumes that the data format be known and 

implemented by both entitiesimplemented by both entities

Critical in time and space:Critical in time and space:

Durability of administrative dataDurability of administrative data

Very existence of the InternetVery existence of the Internet
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Compatibility exists when two products can work Compatibility exists when two products can work 

togethertogether

Contract between partiesContract between parties

The party that controls the The party that controls the 

“ ”compatible  format extends its “ ”compatible  format extends its 

monopolymonopoly

Interoperability exists when two Interoperability exists when two 

products can work together products can work together and and 

one knows howone knows how

Compatibility is not interoperability!Compatibility is not interoperability!
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The quest for interoperability (1)The quest for interoperability (1)

In order to foster innovation:In order to foster innovation:

Investments of prior innovators must Investments of prior innovators must 

be rewardedbe rewarded

New entrants must not be barred New entrants must not be barred 

from an existing software marketfrom an existing software market

In order to set up a free and In order to set up a free and 

unbiased market:unbiased market:

Servile copy should be forbiddenServile copy should be forbidden

Redesign should be legally possibleRedesign should be legally possible

Vendor lock-in is an undesirable Vendor lock-in is an undesirable 

effect that has to be fixedeffect that has to be fixed
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The quest for interoperability (2)The quest for interoperability (2)

Most welcomed specificity of European Union rightMost welcomed specificity of European Union right

Established by European Directive 91/250/CEEstablished by European Directive 91/250/CE

De-compiling a software is forbidden, save for the De-compiling a software is forbidden, save for the 

achievement of interoperabilityachievement of interoperability

Strictly restricted by three conditions:Strictly restricted by three conditions:

Acts accomplished by a legitimate software user or Acts accomplished by a legitimate software user or 

mandated by such a personmandated by such a person

Information should not be already availableInformation should not be already available

Acts restricted to relevant parts of the softwareActs restricted to relevant parts of the software

Information gathered through this process cannot be Information gathered through this process cannot be 

“ ”used for other purposes and harm author right“ ”used for other purposes and harm author right
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Open formatsOpen formats

Interoperability has to be based on open formatsInteroperability has to be based on open formats

Else, it is difficult to achieveElse, it is difficult to achieve

Question of governanceQuestion of governance

Such data formats may be subject to standardizationSuch data formats may be subject to standardization

E.g., the E.g., the OpenDocumentOpenDocument format promoted by IBM and  format promoted by IBM and 

many other players, including the free software many other players, including the free software 

communitycommunity

Used by StarOffice, OpenOffice.org, LibreOffice.org, ...Used by StarOffice, OpenOffice.org, LibreOffice.org, ...

Supposed to protect the format from maneuverings Supposed to protect the format from maneuverings 

from private interestsfrom private interests

Community governance for the sake of public interestCommunity governance for the sake of public interest
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The battle for open standardsThe battle for open standards

Many States and administrations wish to enact laws Many States and administrations wish to enact laws 

that require the use of normalized formats, thus openthat require the use of normalized formats, thus open

Direct threat to the rents of publishers that rely on Direct threat to the rents of publishers that rely on 

customer lock-in through closed formatscustomer lock-in through closed formats

Fierce resistance from some prominent publishersFierce resistance from some prominent publishers

Delays in the enacting of rules of procedureDelays in the enacting of rules of procedure

Normalization o closed source formatsNormalization o closed source formats

Means that they can forbid their subsequent useMeans that they can forbid their subsequent use

“ ”Legalization of software patents“ ”Legalization of software patents
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““ ”Software  patents”Software  patents
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The adapted author right ensures that one cannot:The adapted author right ensures that one cannot:

Copy a program to sell it or give it awayCopy a program to sell it or give it away

(Try to) modify it(Try to) modify it

Use it in a way that is not allowed by its licenseUse it in a way that is not allowed by its license

However, adapted author right does not prevent However, adapted author right does not prevent 

one to write a new program that:one to write a new program that:

Provides similar featuresProvides similar features

Is compatible in terms of input / output formatsIs compatible in terms of input / output formats

Is interoperable with the previous softwareIs interoperable with the previous software

Scope of adapted author rightScope of adapted author right
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Computer programs are protected by author rightComputer programs are protected by author right

European DEuropean Directive 91/250/CEirective 91/250/CE

Software is explicitly excluded from patentable Software is explicitly excluded from patentable 

subject matter by article 52§2c of the Munich subject matter by article 52§2c of the Munich 

Convention of 1973Convention of 1973, like games and maths, like games and maths

“ ”Exclusion limited to these subjects as such“ ”Exclusion limited to these subjects as such

Innovative industrial processes controlled by software Innovative industrial processes controlled by software 

are patentable, provided that the innovation (novelty) are patentable, provided that the innovation (novelty) 

does not reside in the software itself. Yet, the does not reside in the software itself. Yet, the 

“ ”embedded software itself ( as such ) is excluded from “ ”embedded software itself ( as such ) is excluded from 

the patent claimsthe patent claims

Rights covering software in EuropeRights covering software in Europe
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“ ”Software patents do not deal with software  itself“ ”Software patents do not deal with software  itself

They deal with intellectual methods such as:They deal with intellectual methods such as:

WWhat a program doeshat a program does

What algorithms the program implements to solve a specific What algorithms the program implements to solve a specific 

“ ”problem, that is, which business method  it implements“ ”problem, that is, which business method  it implements

“ ”E.g., Amazon's 1-click  patent“ ”E.g., Amazon's 1-click  patent

How it does it, and particularly:How it does it, and particularly:

What data it takes as input, what data it produces on output, What data it takes as input, what data it produces on output, 

how it interacts with other programs and usershow it interacts with other programs and users

E.g., file formats (MP3, etc.), communication protocolsE.g., file formats (MP3, etc.), communication protocols

E.g., algorithms (RSA, etc.)E.g., algorithms (RSA, etc.)

These concepts are logically inseparableThese concepts are logically inseparable

Scope of software patentsScope of software patents
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Examples of invalid patents granted by Examples of invalid patents granted by 
EPOEPO
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Dreams of fortuneDreams of fortune

■ “ ”My patented invention“ ”My patented invention

■Obvious programming Obvious programming 

techniquestechniques

Profit = Sales - Develop + Rent (■) - Cost (■)

��


Software patent economy (1)Software patent economy (1)
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Software patent battlesSoftware patent battles

■ “ ”My patented invention“ ”My patented invention

■Non patented techniquesNon patented techniques

■Risk of infringement lawsuitRisk of infringement lawsuit

Profit = Sales - Develop + Rent (■) - Cost (■) - Cost (■)

�


Software patent economy (2)Software patent economy (2)
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Profit = Sales - Develop + Rent (■) - Cost (■) - Cost (■)

On average < 0

Rent (■) - Cost (■) - Cost (■)

< 0 < 0

Small publisher:Small publisher:

Big publisher:Big publisher:

Patent fund:Patent fund:

Must pay

Neutralizes competitor's patents

Lives off the system

Rent (■) - Cost (■) - Cost (■)

< 0 ��


Rent (■) - Cost (■) - Cost (■)

In principle > 0 = 0

Software patent economy (3)Software patent economy (3)
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Big companiesBig companies

Cross-licensing of patent portfoliosCross-licensing of patent portfolios

Pretend to live in a world without patentsPretend to live in a world without patents

Oligopoly positionOligopoly position

“ ”Patent funds ( patent trolls )“ ”Patent funds ( patent trolls )

Small companies willing to get boughtSmall companies willing to get bought

Their patents increase their apparent valueTheir patents increase their apparent value

No personal desire of sustained innovationNo personal desire of sustained innovation

Lawyers, patent experts, patent officesLawyers, patent experts, patent offices

Waste between 10 and 40% of the resources initially Waste between 10 and 40% of the resources initially 

devoted to innovationdevoted to innovation

Who survives?Who survives?
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SSmall software publishers, generally poorly prepared mall software publishers, generally poorly prepared 

for legal battles, because offor legal battles, because of::

LLack of funds (average lawsuit cost isack of funds (average lawsuit cost is 2 M$ per side)

Lack of patent portfolios to share

Companies that use « in-house » software to solve 

their business problems, even if:

They do not belong to the software industry

They do not sell their software

Free software developersFree software developers

Source code is available to the attacking party

Who withers?Who withers?
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If the holder of a software patent refuses to grant If the holder of a software patent refuses to grant 

licenses:licenses:

It is illegal to write programs that read or produce data It is illegal to write programs that read or produce data 

structured according to some patented formatstructured according to some patented format

Users ca no longer switch to other products to Users ca no longer switch to other products to 

process their existing dataprocess their existing data

Market entry of new players is reducedMarket entry of new players is reduced

Choice of products and providers is reducedChoice of products and providers is reduced

Threats to innovation and interoperabilityThreats to innovation and interoperability
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Instrument designed for the industry of material Instrument designed for the industry of material 

goods, abusively extended to intellectual methodsgoods, abusively extended to intellectual methods

Monopolizes algorithms (= mathematics!)Monopolizes algorithms (= mathematics!)

Illegal in Europe but granted by patent offices, that Illegal in Europe but granted by patent offices, that 

live off patent granting and renewal feeslive off patent granting and renewal fees

Economic nonsenseEconomic nonsense

Anti-competitive instrumentAnti-competitive instrument

Expensive to obtain and maintain [Bessen & Hunt]Expensive to obtain and maintain [Bessen & Hunt]

Threatens return on investment of software authorsThreatens return on investment of software authors

Promotes off-shoringPromotes off-shoring

They have to be canceledThey have to be canceled

Assessment of software patentsAssessment of software patents


